DIRECTIONS TO LEVENTHAL CONFERENCE ROOM
(VIA SHAPIRO ENTRANCE)
A. Use Shapiro Entrance
The Shapiro Entrance is located on the East Campus, near the intersection of Brookline and Longwood Avenues. See the arrow on the map on the previous page.

D. U-Turn
At the top of the stairs, make a U-turn and walk toward the Shapiro Elevators.

B. Walk Toward Info Desk
Walk toward the information desk and pass it on your left. You will see a Boston Red Sox feature on your right.

C. Walk Up the Stairs
Walk up the stairway immediately past the information desk. Elevators are located directly across from the information desk.

E. Enter Leventhal Conference Room on Right
The Leventhal Conference Room is immediately to your right, before reaching the Shapiro elevators.